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This is an expanddliversion of a talk presented by the author.at:

the second Nordic language teachers'cenference held in Reykjavik,

Iceland, August 23-28, 1980. The theme of the conference was "Languaib

.society-world".

The author's interest in problems related to foreign language

. syllabus development and language planning derives from an active

participation in several national working parties set up.to prepare

'syllabuses for.foreiin language teaching in different types og educe-

tional institutions. The author has earlier discussed siMili questions

(Bulletin 129/1979, in Finnish). It was found that syllabus construction

acid language planning work hasbeen very intensive in Finland during

the past fifteen years. Recurrent problems1n that work led to the' '

'setting up of a national Committee on loanguage Teiching Policy, iv ,

,Finland. The committee report, submitted to the,Ministry of Education'

on, February 5,'1979, forms a basis for all subsequent language syr/abV

and language planning work in Finland.

October.7, 1980

Takal/i.
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M1. INTRODUCTQRY REMARKS

4

Let me start this case study, with some factual informationcconcerning

the scope of language teaching in 'Finland. Finland is officially a bilingual

country with 'Finnish and Swedish as 'the equal national languages. The

constitution states that the material, and c ral needs of 110thgroups have

to be served on an equal liasis. In- Finlay this ,means, among other thisgs,
'

that-we 'have parallel educational systems for the speakers of both languages
. . -

from kindergarten to higher dnd adult education. -We have always'taken pride

in the fact that we have a very liberal language policy.
.

Since ;tither Finnish nor Swedish are vehicles of interna al.communi-
.

cation, we are obliged to take language teaching seriously. An 'since it

has always been accepted,,more or less but never wholly unanimously, that

the,national.languages shoUld be included among compulsory subjects, the

scope of language teaching in Finland is quite large,-larger-ban in most'

comparable countries:. International` comparisons are frequently cited by

people who-would rather like to, increase the proportion of the mother tongue,

sciences, mathematics etc at the expense of, foreign languages. A national

commission4Onlanguage teaching policy, which recently submitted a unanimous ,

report to the ,Ministry of Education, pointed Out, howeyer, that while inter-,'
.

national comparison's of syllabuses and timetables areuseful,'langUage.
1

teaching policy. must obviously be based onmatiohal needs and conditions.

In the new4comprehensive school every pupil studies the other national

language (SWedish or Finnish) and a foreign language. About 9D'% of all .

,Finnish 'speaking pupils start with English.in the third grade.(age 9) and

almost all Swedish speaking pupils start with Finnish.' There is no streaming

,,ior'Setting during the first four years of FL studies. Another compulsory

language starts in
.

gradeg. During grades T through 9 there are three sets
.
ip the first language and two sets in the second language. Pupils shoose

sets towards 'tie emi,of,the sixth grade but they can change sets if tliey.

;have chosen eithef a tooeasy or too difficult set. The question of sets.
. .!" ° k

has dominated pUblic distusSion in Xucational circles in Finland, because

the dhoice of- lowest sets*('C -stream") means that the pupil cannot go to

tht atademicupersecondary school. Al 'some lines in the vocational

school are out of reach.



It is also possible to choose a third language as an optional subject

in the eighth and ninth grades of the comprehensive school. This option

is annually taken 'by same 30.%,of all pupils.

'If the pupil goes to the upper, secondary school he continues the

ilangUages started'in the comprehensive school. At present the other '

national language and two foreign languages are obligatory and &third

foreign language is optional. If the recent plans are realized, every

pupil continue the study of foreign langu:5;s in the vocational school

as well. the amount will vary considerably according to. the type and leVel

of line. One of the reasons for. this new policy is the fact that the know,-

ledge of languages is becoming an integral part of vocaationa .sompetele

at all levels including crafts and trades. Another reason is the wish to

open up the channel from the secondary vocational sector to higher education,-

and in higher education a good knowledge of languages is a sine qua non.

During the first four years (grades 3-6) study of the chosen foreign

language takes 7.8 % of all class time. The number of lessons is typically

2 or 3 a week throughout all seven years of 17., study in thp cdmprehensive

school. During the upper level (grades 7 - 91 the proportion is consider-

ably higher: /6.5% of all class time if'the pupil studies only the two

compulsory languages, and 20.5 % if the pupil-also studies the third optional

language. In the upper secondary schobl the proportion varies from 36 % to

45 % depending on whether the pupil studies the optional fourth language. or

not. ,According to Cabinet guidelines from Novembe130, 197a, the subjects

of general education common to all pupils in Vocational schools would- onsist.

of 500 hours during the first so-called broadly.based first year, and after

that qf 830 hours irk craft-level and of 1400 houri in technician-level.

schools. According to preliminary p1rns the other national language would

have 57 hours during the first year and after that 57 - 114 hours in the\

'Craft-level schools and 171 hours in technician level schools. While there

may be some changes in these figures, they do not alter the basic fact-that

a major development is taking,place, ie. modern language study is now ,

accepted as a integral part' of all vocational education. The old ditChotOmy

of academic vs. practical education is weakening. In a, country such, as

A .

Finland the knowledge.of foreign languages is increasingly becoming an

essential part Of occupational competence.

One of the new features of the on-going degree reform in higher s

'education is that foreign language study and a pass in fa examination will' ,

be requited by' all facultiks, when. earlier it was common in some

1



faculties, but definitely less common in some faculLies:. All Waiver-,

sities have established language centres either separately or as's. joint

institute. There is also a national Centre forithe Finnish Universities

, at the-University of Jyvaskyla, which axis as a coordinating clearinghpuse

2. FACTORS AFFECTING SYLLABUS C NSTRUCTAk

Curricula and syllabuses are among the most important factors that

guide the construction of teaching materials and teaching itself. As the

-importance of knowing what guides teachers' activities has increased along

with a growinikawareness of teachets.' crucial role in carrying..out the

educational objectives, there has emerged a special line of study called
.

curriculum research. After more than ten years' work on various aspects

of 'the curriculum the author has come to the conclusion that HOW the curric-'

ulum shduld be constructed, depends'on a number of factors.. This might be

illustrated in the following way (Taleala 1974, 59):

H 0 W

FIGURE 1. Factors affecting the form of the curriculum

I
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Who construct the curriculum? Is it all done centrally so that

.teacherikonly work with'the curriculum? Or' will curriculum construction

be a hierarchical process, ie. will there be contributions at all levels .

from the national level to the individua:. teacher level? Are the tocheis

expected to work on the curriculum, interpreting it ta suit local e

stances, as well as wort with the curriculum? The subject,also has a

definite impact as such.. We do not expe t the mathematics syllabus to

resemble very closely the foreign langu a syllabus. But even within the

same subject thereare a nutber of possi le varieties depending on how the

subject, in thisNcase language, is Aloe ved of What is our perspective,'

our view of language and of the function 'of language? Changtts in perspec-

tive have brought about changes in syll, uses. ,

As in all human communication it is very important to take into account

the communication partrwr,(s), it is necessary in syllabus construction to

remind ourselves of our possible target' groups. For whoa is the syllabus

intended?. There are several possible target groups: political decision-

makers, general employers, writers of teaching ma;terials, teacher

educators, examining boards, teachers and pupils. The more the author has

thought about this question the more he tends to believe that we aged

different versions ot varying degree of specificity intended for different -

target groups. We cannot expect to be able to communicate properly with

such diverse groups unless we tailor our message to suit each group.

'How we should construct the foreign language syllabus also depends
4

on what status it is to have. Will what is written be binding in terms

of what should be taught or even what Should be learned, or is the curric-

ulum only a guideline, a road map, to Delp teaching proceed in a desired

direction? It makes quite a. differenve if a detailed curriculum. is a

binding document or only one passible exemplification of the general e'
objectives of teaching,. In the latter case the curriculum would be a kind

of yardstick or point of reference for teschers"ana textbook writers' work

on the curriculum. Thus we can conclude that there is not, and can never

Ipre, a definitiie curriculum or any OW best curriculum far all times and

far all circumstances. As: there are no universally valid tests, there are.

Rio universally valid curricula or syllabuses. Both tests and syllabuses

are valid only under specific circumsyinces and for specific purposes.

f 3.

ti
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. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SYLLABUS CONSTRUCTION IN FINLAND I

3.1. velopments in the 1960's

4Ir

The,first major step in developing language teaching in Finland was

the extension of FL teaching to primary schools (cf. Takala & Saari 1919,

Saar & Takala 1980) starting from the middle of the 1960's. The main

reason was the wish to increase educational equality in terms of curricular

off ings. Main organizational and syllabus influences came from'Sweden.

Educational equality wp the, main reason for the iniroduction of the

com rehensilte school, which now covers-the age group from T to 16 (a 9-year

school). In fact, the greatest change in terms ot syllabus content was that

all pupils now study foreign languages, not only one but two. The decision

in savour two compulsory languages was made in face of stout opposition

some of the main architects of the comprehensive reform. Major influ-

en es on the FL syllabuses from abroad came from the Council of Europe Ostia

an Ankara conference resolutions and.fram the Swedish comprehensive school

iculum.

! 3 2. Developments in the early 1910',s

.2.1. Higher education
,

Increased awareness in the arty 1970's,of problems in syllabus con-

truction-in Finland was, in a large measure, due. to extensive R & D wcrk

n the teaching of foreign languages to non-language majOrs at universities

to thqLexpansion of language laboratories at univerdttie%. In both ,

ectors the prdblemspf syllabus construction were 4early recognized. "This
ed to the Ministry of Education setting up a working party to work out 'a

System for describing the objectives of language teaching. It is important

to emphasize that it wks, indeed, a system that was intended, not a specific
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definition Of objectives for some,particular course. This work was carried

out by-Mr. Roland Freihoff and the.author. One of the sources of influence

.iniour,work, but probably not the most important, were the early publications

of the Council of Europe unit-credit project. The system is an attempt to

define communicative tasks in terms of coummunicatilre purpOses set in-the

context of certain communication situations. It is a taxonomic synthesis,

which draws upon a variety of sources: psycholingUistics, sociolinguistics,

communication theory, pragmalinguistics, stylistics, translation theory and

language didactics. The system was so designed that it would be hospitable

to a wide range of`applications: from macro-level syllabus description to

a detailed breakdown of specific Communicative tasks in- spelcilicsituatioris.

The Freihoff-Takala (1974) system:for describing the objectives of

language teaching has the following major variables or parameters, each of

which is fu4ther broken down to several sub-variables:

(1) Topics, ie. the domains, facts etc. that are addressed.

2) Framework of cOmmunicationisituationdl factors: these include the-rela-

tionship between communication partners, their attitudes towards the topic,

physical and tempoilil parameters, etc.

(3) Stages of the communication process and their basic'functio4s: here a

distinction is made between contact-oriented, information-oriented and.

argumentative communication; stages in communicationprocess are outlined

and their characteristic keatures are described.

1-(4) Mode of communicati- on: this is mainly related to the way in which the

topic is processed and special emphasis is given to the input-output rela-
ti

tions. Three main modes are distinguished: repetition, various ways of

responding to and processing a received message, and original thought -

(self- initiation).

(5) Form and channel of message: reception and sending of a message through

the visu40. or auditory channel (listening and reading comprehension, speaking,

and writing and theta interaction, ie. communication proper). This group,.

also includes the potential use of different media (eg. telephone, tape,

overhead projector, etc).

(6) Codetk this relat es to the verbal and'non-verbal of expression

and their application rules.

Thecuse of thesystem is illustrated by a fictional account of a

maximally difficult communicative task, which borders on a communicative

nightmare. The descl'iption is based on the assumption that all aspects

are recognized by the parties concerned.

4



1. Participants

-

The speaker is in comparison to the hearei(1.1.) in a lower social

position in terms of age, level of education,. occlupation etc. and (1.2.)

introvert while the hearer is extrover;. (1.3.) 'The speaker is presumed

or known to be a supporter of some movement (religion, ideology, school

of thought) which is less prestigious or influential than the, one supported

-by the hearer. In the situation the speaker 1.4.) is compelled to stress

his distance from the hearer and he is (1.5.)' negatively disposed to the

hearer and vice versa.

2. Topic
s .

Tke,speaker (2.1.) sees, the topic from a. different - and positive - per-

spective filth does the hearer (negative). The topic is dealt with'(2.2.)

in ,a argumentative mode ,A21, the speaker (2.3.) knows the topic less well

than the hearer.

3. Time

The speaker is not capable of the same (3.1.) fluency as the hearer and

(3.2.) is obliged to rack his memory since 'he has not read about the

matter recently. (3.3.) The information density of his talk it embar-

assingly'small in comparison to that of the hearer.

I

4. PlaceFle
The speaker has no opportunity to use any (4.1.) audioVisual aids or

objects but.is instead obliged to present everything verbally Thesitu-

ation,is (4.2.) public (eg. TV-discussion), in which the speaker"has to

move about'and use some equipment which only hampers his performance.

I

5. Noise

\iLThe discussion takes place.(5.1.) out-of-doors; eg. in a c land next
,_0

to a ,major throughfare. The hearer (5.2) speaks the language of cammu- .

nication fluently but with a very strong - accent. The speaker (5.3.) is

hungry and at the next table he sees his boss who is enjoying a delicious-

'4114.

meal and quite obvidusly listening to what tis employee is saying. /
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(5.4.) TiChnical lareParations andrehearsal takt much time. In the end

the speaker is (5.5.) so eihausted and mentally stressed that he can hOry
.

.

say a' word.

3.2.2. Upper secondary school syllabusfor non-graded teaching

Syllabus work continued at the upper-secondary level immediately after.

the Freilioff-Takata sch6me had been completed. rn this work (in which the
.

author salved as secretary) we could draw Oh the scheme, the early version
r

of `ban Ei's threshold syllabus- for adult's and Valettmos work on modern

language performance objectives. The final draft syllabus defined the

overall aims of language teaching, macro-level objectifes for sift major

cultural areas or role clusters Ufrivate person, consumer, employee, citizen,
4

learner, self); which were also described in more detail in, micro-level 111

performance objectives.

In the following will be preainted a brief nunnery of the approach to

the definition of objectives in the 1975 'syllabus draft. accordance with

the Freihoff &-Takata system three levels were used: overall objective',

macrolevel objectives, Microlevel objectives.

Ovekall objective/aim-

The pupil ii expected to-be able to understand and use the target langdtge

orally and; in Virtingillithin the linguistic repertoire (s)he has been

taught, id sucif-a war -that in a communication-situation (s)he canrinitiate,

maintain and receive a persOnal contact as'well as- receive and give infor-
4 '

rion in a way Appropriate La the situation.
4

'641!,

The overall objective was broken down into macrolecel4objectives/

.goals, which were defined for the following six situational or role domains:

0
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Personal contactswillkbe selected to illustrate macrolevel objectives.
. ,

Macrolevei objectives /goals

In order to be able to cope ,with personal language con cts the'pupil

is expected-to be able, within the linguistic repertoire t ght,

-'to understand the target language (TL)' speech so that (s)he cap

respond to what has been said in a situation-appropriate way

- to speak the TL so that (s)he is able to start and maintain a .

personal conversation

- to understand and to personal notes and messages

In order to help in defi ngmicrolevel objectives_we prepared what we

called goal-definition forms or "sheets" (see p. 12).

ow
The sheets were used as anaid in defining micro

/-14.icrolevel objectives

Typical of per tonal contacts is the fact t

is informal in register. ContaOts,take plaCle be

friends, acquaintances, colleagues/workmates.

ectives.

the language in them

n'eg. Madly members,

age use situations

presuppose mainly oral skills: understanding and speaking of the TL but

also rea ding -mod writing _to a leaser extent. Topics dealt with in personal

contacts are almost infinite in number. Language usage is.often charac-

terized by a special jargon not readily understood,hy.an outsider. This

jargon, howeZe?)+ehanges fairly rapidly and cannot really be taught in

school. Personal contacts also reflect the customs and attitudes of

different cultures.' "Family" and "relations" refer here to a family whose

vicissitudes are,follawed during the course and/or possibly'tb the pupil's
AW

host family while staying abrOad.
0

The objesgve of teaching is that

- the pupil can greet and take leave in various personal contacts and is

aware of social differences in different types of greetings and farewells

- the pupil can introduce iiteelt/herself and also introduce his/her family

and friends etc.

- the pl.TirCan respond in an appropriate way,to being introduced and to

somebody being introduced to him/her

-the pupil can take part in conversation dealing with familiar everyday

topics.
l/



the pupil

the pupil

the pup

the phone

. -13'

cyci,alSo start a conversation about familiar everyday topics

an use typical filleri and feedback phrases in conversation

- the pupil

prohibitions and suggestions

can answerthe phone and carry Qut various transactions Tr

ean understand and use orders, " exhortations, requests,

- the pupil can untstand a verbal'account of everyday events, experiences

and feelings , .

- the pupil

and about

7 the pupil

'important

- thepupil

apologies,

the pupil

can tell about everyday events, experiences in his/her life

his/her feelings and views on things

can understand and write short messages concerning some

piece. ofIformation, prohibition, order; etc.

can udders-4nd and express thanks, felicitations, invitations,

both oraiy ana in written form

can keep contact with friends through postcards and letters

4

t.
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SITUATIONS (Activity)

Contabt"ithin family

and relatives

Contacts between friends

and acquaintapees

Contacts between

workmates

r

SPECIFATION FORM FOR FL TEACHING OBJECTIVES

TOMS (Contents)

home

family

relatives

acquaintances

friends

school

things-at works

daily.chorelm

interests

, sparetime pUrsUits

r.'
.1

4,6

LINGUISTIC EXPONENTS (Products)

Oral:

Greetings

Introductions

Leavetaking

Fillers/feedback

Chatting

Conversation (also

over the phone)

Orders, requests

suggestidns

Telling & describing

Written:

messages

- letters

- postcards

- notes

a

Act. Pass. Not reltvant

I
#

41.
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3.3. Developments in the mid-1970's Common core syllabus,

Tbe question oredutational equality returned with a, new vigour after

the comprehensive school system had started to take over. At this time

it focussed,on the system of setting in foreign languages and mathematics.

The reason, was that .the choice of the 'lowest sets was accompanied with

administrative limitations for eligibility for post-comprehensive school
-

studies. There were several committees which recommended the definition

of such basic objectives and basic subject-matter that would open the doors

to all post - comprehensive' education. Working parties were set up in late

1975 to prepare such proposals. In this work we could draw on our own

previous work, the Schools CounCil modern languages project,.the Threshold

project, the Swedish MUT project etc. The Cabinet has recently issued a

policy statement according to- which the definition of. basic objectives will

be undertaken with a view to opening up all channels of secondary level

education to all pupils who are found to have achieved the basic objectives.

In the follbWing will be given relatively detailed extracts from the

"Proposal for Common Core Syllabus ihEnglish and Swedish" Csutinitted by

the working party to the National,Board of General Education. A considerable
1.4

number of pages are deVoted to the syllabus produced by the working party
.

partiy.be cause it represented a new, relatively systematic approach to

syllabus planning and partly because the 4llabus has exerted a lot of

influence in Finland: The author served at the secretary of the working

party.

A

e

3.3.1. Principles in the construction of the,common core syllabuse'

The working party,discuqsed the general principles guiding is yolk

as follows (pp. 7-107:

In order for the-curriculUm to tve a correct picture of the nattire-.

and functions of language, attention has to be paid. to linguistic
i

aspects in the construction of the curriculum for foreign languages.

equally important are pedagogical and psychological aspects, which guarantee

that attention is paid to the pupils,' language skill needs and the factQrs

influencing language learning.
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# °In ttrer/i'or the lil.ugUago curriculum to proviae,a olont. btcli:i t'ov
,

1

0 teaChing, constVction dr, teaching materials, evaluation of achievements
. .

etc, it should be cons5ructed so-that it defines ,.

. 4 ' - the,different manifestation forms of the language skill, i.e.

what kind 6f linguistic behaviors (speaking, listening; reading .

y v
and writing)

,

the pupils should be able to carry out and what is
A .

their 'relative weighting
- -,

- situations of language use: what kind of situations should the

.pupil be able to cope with by use of verbal and non-verbal means
%.,

(such as, facial expressions, gesture's etc.)

- what kind of topics and notions the pupil should be
s
able to

'understand and to expresi '

.- communication tasks: What kind of communicative tasks (or functions)

)hoshould the pupil be able to perform?

vocabularA repertoire,: How many and what kind of words and

expressions should the pupiVinderstand and be able to. use?

grammatical repertoire: What morphological and syntactical features

should the pupil understand and be able to use?

- level of achievement: what level of linguistic realization should ,

the pupil show in general and is kiwti Situation?

Language curricula can be constructed from different, points of view..

The three%following curriculum types.differ in their approach and may be

called grammatical, iituationarnd motional.

4.
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Grammatici, curriculum
A

Grammar

A

. '

Examples

parts of speech'

- noun

- adverb

- prep.

- verbal forms

- present

- imperatjve

syntax

- dec ative sentence

direct, question

- indirect que-stion

interrogatives

hospitc/ -z

far

to

Ito be

can

go

turn

It is ...

Is it'...?

where

the ... is

Where?

Hoy far?

The grmnnatical curriculum

l'Aguage.

Situational curriculum

emphasizes the structural nature of

4 SITUATION LINGUISTIC FUNCTIONS .

AND THE RELATED
CONCEPTS/TOPICSvmsw

LINGUISTIC F5k OF
REALIZATION

' a person addr sing a person Excuse me, but ...

is lost in

a gtr

as g and answering,

with'regard to )

Can you tell me ...

town and

needs'

- place

- direction

help - distance Where is ...? Turn right

HoW far is it to? It five blocks
4

thanking and responding Thank you Not -Wall
to it



The situational curriculum emphasizes the linkage between the language and

the situation: when and in what situation does the pupil need the language
14

he is gtudying.

Functional-notional curriculum

COMMUNICATIVE
NEED

SITUATION LINGUISTIC FORM OF REALIZATION

expressing
the time

)

answering
about the
day

answering
about the
departure

a question
time of the

a que tion
train

answering a question
about opening hours

making 'a , x suggests to y that
suggestion they go for a wilk

host-guest

It's five (o'clock).

5

It'll depart.at five (o'clock).

It's open from nine to six.

Let's, go for a walk.
Shall we go for a walk9

HOw about a cup of coffee?
Would you like tohave a
cup of coffee?

sot

The functional-notional curriculum emphasizes pupils' communication

needs: what should,the pupil understand and be able to express in the

language he studies.
. .

In the teaching of aforeign language, language can be conceived of

primarily as activity. It is an instrument, whiCh has many kind of tasks

(functions) in thavlife'of both an individual and society. These tasks

include e.g. the expression of one' own experiences, the dissemination

of information and the creation, ntenance; and controlling of socialla
relationships. Language, despite its instrumental nature, always contains.

a'sessage too, and in order to attain the overal,educational aims ,of the

school it is important that it instruction attention is paid to the contents

of messages.

41 0
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Language is actil,ty which helps the pupils to cope with various

situations occuring in his environment both orally and in writing. Thus

the situational aspect of language.is very important when the basic
- .

objectives and basic.teaching contents of foreign language teaching'are

being defined. .1

The above curriculum models do not, however, exclude but complement

each other. thus for example the notional aspect can be given Increasing

attention when basic structural-aspects have been learned. Structures and

words as well as expressions are largely determined by the communicative

needs (the need to understand and express oneselF) and by the central

language use situations.

IPFor this reason the usefulness ("surrender value ")'of each grammatical

structure, word, and expression should be weighed carefully dh the basis

of its communicative value and meaningfulness in the commonly occurring

language use situations. The pupil's 1i istic products should also be

evaluated prida'rily on the basis of how ell the communicative need

they are in each situation (=felicity criterion).

(intentipn).is satigfied (=criterion of successfulnes) and hOw suitable

3.3.2. Relative emphasis of language skills

The working party was of'the opinion that the sub-areas of language

skill are to emphasized in teaching according to what use value the dif-

ferent sub -areas have in situations demafiding language skills. The

comprehensive school curriculum emphasises. the importance of spgsking

and listening comprehension. Several recent studies on the need for

foreign language skills have shown the importance of the ability of

reading comprehension. Later on in life pupils very.o.ften firid themselves

is a communication situation where understanding of a foreignaanguage

plays an important part. Since we generally have to understand language

which is more difficult than what we are able to produce ourselves,

sufficient emphasis in teaching has'to be put on listening and reading

comprehension, however, without neglecping the need to develop pupils'

ability to speak the language. In real language use situations the dif-
,

ferent sub-areas of language still often appear together. Thus e.g. in

conversation the pupil has to understand and hiMself be able to speak the

foreign language. This close connection should also be reflected in

teaching.



4

A reading situation is different-from a sp 'Sling situation. Written

text is geneially more compact than spoken Ian g . In speech there is-

oftena lot of redundancy but on the other hand some parts of the message

are often omitted if they are understood anyway on the basis of the

- situation and what has been said before. The r ader can proceed at,his

own speed, make use of e.g. dictionaries or eve ask somebody-about a

strange word, whereas in conversation the liste er cannot as easily
4

influence-the speakers' tempo, the dialectal qu lity, clarity, topic,

difficulty level etc. of the speech. His own c ntribuiion in this two-

way communication situation he can choose from the linguistic repertoire

he mafters. In some listening situations, such as radio or television

broadcasts, the listener cannot influence the speaker at all nor ask

clarifying questions. (pp. 11-12).

3.3.3. Consideration of the overall educational objectives in the teaching

of foreign languages

The teaching of foreign languages can, when carried out in the right

way, inmany,ways promote the realization of the school's general educa-

tional objectives. The lekning of a new language in addition to the

mother tongue increases the individual's possibilities for international

contacts and promotes his functional competence even in his own country.

Through appropriate choice of topics language,study can increase the

dopupil's knowledge about other nations, and widen his views, so that he

recognizes and appreciates the special features of his own culture and of

other cultures. Thus language study,,increases tolerance and understanding

between nations. 40

Likewise the treatment of.different aspects of society and different

fields of working life can increase the pupil's understanding of and

respect for the work carried out by different membersof society.

- The aims of solgal and ethical education can be supported by language

teaching'by inculcating in the pupils willingness to co-operate and help

teach other, to accept and appreciate differences between pupils and between

achievements, as well as. to take responsibility for one's on and others'

work. This calls for a positive working climate and favouring of student-

centred working methods.



10;..

AWCreativity can be supported in language teaching by developing pupils'

spontaneous expression ability in connection with both oral and written

productiCn.

lb
Appropriate choice of working methods can proMote e.g. learning of

study techniques; memorizing,'organizineand recalling of information;

.1e1rning of concepts; ability to make deductions; assessment of information,

problem solving, which all are included in the,aims of cognitive educe-
.

tion of the comprehensive school.

From the viewpoint of-positive development of the pupil's total per

sonality it is important that language study should help to alleviate

anxiety and restlessness.

A positive and relaxed study climate and positive learning experiences

gained during the studies may have a considerable influence on this The

choice and treatment of topics and language use situations may also be of

considerable importance from the viewpoint of supporting the general educe-
.

tional aims (pp. 15-16).

3.3.4. Basic objectives for English

The working party made an attempt specify the general aims of

language teaching on the basis of research-based information on language,

language teaching and language learning, so that the basic aims would

define the pupil's terminal behaviour so clearly that persons making decie-

sions regarding teaching can plan and realize teaching in a sufficiently

uniform Manner. The following is a verbatim extract from the report of

the working party (pp. 17-44).

Grades 3-4

Oral communication (to understand and Emil)

The aim is that the pupil within the limits of the basiteaching

contents is able

- to recognize sounds, - to reEeat expressions (also song and
w

stress and intonation rhymes etc.) in accordance with a

spoken model



to understand simple

questions, answel4,

statements, commands,

.requests and prohibitiong

understand simple

conversations

k

.14

- to_understand short and'

simple "texts" delivered at

nearly normal tempo and based

totally on familiar linguistic

material

- to make himself understood when

answering simple questions and

-statements, to react appropriately

to commands, requests and prohibi-

tions and to himself sake simple

statements, questions; requests,

commands * and prohibitions

. - to describe persons and objects as 11-

well as simple situations an events

to tell about oneself, one's immediate

-environment, and everyday life.

41

The speech chat the pupil hears is at first delivered at nearly

normal tempo:and:later at normal tempo.

Prom the very beginning good and natural pronunciation, speech

rhythm, and intonation is aimed at.

Rem

'The aim is that within the limbs of the basic teaching contents the

pupil ig able

- to understand questions, answers and short statements

- to understand the contents-of short texts based entirely on familiar

linguistic material.

Writing

The aim is that within_the limits of the basic teaching contests the

pupils is able

-.to write correctly familiar words, phrases, and sentences first4cording

to a model and later-withaut,a model 41

- to write a short answer to questions presented in writing A orally

At this stage writing is essentially a form of exercise, which is

used primarily to support oral practice.

r'
l)
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Grades

A

Oral communication (to understand and spe ak)

The aim is that within the limits of the basic teaching contents the

pupil is able ,

- to recognize sounds,

stress, and intonation

- t0 understand statements;

questions, answers,commands,

requests, and prohibitions

presented at normal tempo

- to understand si

conversations

- to understand short, coherent

"spoken te*ts" which in

addition to familiar linguistic

ery .

material may contain some new

linguiso)tic material whi#K,can

easily be understood oh the

basis of the situation and

. the context.

Aft.

The aim in teaching is that the pupil is able to Make himself understoo{,

in'speaking, displayingogood pronunciation, stress, speech rhythm and

intonation. Pup il. are expected to understand more difficult and complex

language than they are able to produce themselves.

- to-repeat fluently what he hears

"Mum

- to respond to statements and questions

to react appropriately to commands,

requests, and prohibitions, and to

himself make simple questions,

statements, commands, requests, and

prohibitions.

- to take part in simple conversation

based on familiar linguistic material

- to describe persons, matters,

objects, situations, and events

- to tell about oneself (e:g. home,

family, friends, school, bobbi'es,

likes and dislikes)

Reading

tr.
The aim-is that within.the limits of the basic teactag contents the

pupil is able

- to read and,understan4 the contents of short:4exts which are based on ,

familiar lingUistic material and which have not been dealt with beforehand,

- to read and understa00.nd the main content§ of
i

fairly short.t4xts which in

addition to familiar linguistic material may contain some new linguiitic
.,

.

A



45mterial which can easily be understood on thelhasii of the situation and

the context.

Gradually the pupils start to practise extensive reading.

Writing

The aim is that within the limits of the basic teaching contents the

pupil is able

-.to write short replies to questionhand inquiries put forward orally/

in writing

- to write short messages firit according to a model or instructions, and
11'

later on independently.

Writing is used primarily to,support oral practice. In addition:to

this the pupils start to 'practise guided writing..

Grades 7-9

ral communication (to understand and

The aim is that within the limits of the basic teaching contents the

pupil is at the end of the comprehensive school able

- to understand statements,

questiond, inquiries, answers,

directions, commands, requests

prohibitions, and suggestions

put forward at normal tempo

- to understand, conversation'

delivered at normal tempo

which deals with ordinary,

everyday"motters

- to understand

reports and descripiiaps

of circumstances and events

which-in addition to familiar

linguistic material may contain

some-(sometimes-for practice

fairly much) unfamiliar

linguistic material

I

- to reply Mstatements, questions,-

and inquiries, to react appropriately

to commands, reqdests, suggestions

and prohibitions, and himself to make
-

statements, questions, inquiries,

directions, commands, requests,

suggestions, and prohibitions.

to take..pin in conversation

regarding everyday matters

- to describe persons, objects,

situations, and events, as well as

personal impressions

- to tell about events and situations

that he has seen in pictures; or
,

read or heard, as well as talk about

personal observations, experiences,

opinions and feelings.



In listening comprehension the aim is that the pupil can understand epeec

delivered at normal tempo,which may also contain some pronunciation features

differing from .the so-called RP English (American'English, slight regional

accent, a person whose mother tongue is not English).

The aim in teaching is that the pupil can make himself understood in-
S

speaking, displaying good pronunciation, stress, speech rhythm and intonation

The pupils are expected to understand ,more complex and- difficult' language

than they a able to produce thelielves.

4
Read_im.

The aim is that within the limits of t he basic teaching contents the

pupil is at the end of the comprehensive school able

- to read and precid504,ftqpderstandthe contents of messages regarding

directions, appointments, errands to be carr ied out etc. 1

- to read without dictionary and understand the gist of a new text which

contains moitlyfamiliar and only,. little new linguistic material

- to reat (with the help of dictionary etc.) and understand the gist.Of

a new text which may contain some (sometimes for practice even fairly
.

much) new linguistie material

Writing '

The aim is that within the limits of the basic teaching contents the

pupil is at the end of the comprehensive school able

- to write an answer* questions and inquiries put forward orally/in

writing
Mo

- to write a personal-message or pass on a received message e.g. in the

form-of a short note or letter

- to write a short report on-a situation or event that he has exPeiienced

seen, heard or reader;out making use of a dictionary and other:reference

materials.

Writing is still to a great deal practice, which is used to support

,oral language use. In addition writing is practised in situations where

the message isnormally delivered in writing. 4



3.3.5. Basic teaching contents

The starting poin for the definition of the basic teaching contents

is-partly the same as for the extant comprehensive school eurrieulum, but

Partly different. The comprehensive school curriculum emphasizes structures

whereasthe starting poifit in the choice of the basic teaching contents

has been linguistic situations and the communication tasks of the'language.

Therefore it was found worth iikeipting ti map not only basic structures

but also basie vocabulary,.

The proposal' for the basic Caching contents includes the following

components:,14nguage use situations, topics, vocabulary and-structures.

1

A. Language use sitVitions

Sinbe language has, been understood mainly as an instrument of commu-.

of nication, the curriculum should express what the pupil is expected to be

able to do in various language use situations. Language use situation is

used in a wide sense tp refer to the external setting of verbal commopi-

cation,- the central roles of persons taking part in it, and communicative

tasks (functions): 7ne'primary aim of foreign language teaching in the

comprehensive schooVis to"make it possible for pupils to cope with situ-
.

ations involving the arl and written use of the foreign language 8114
. -

pertaining to personal contacts, various "transactions" in everyday life,

and acquisition and transnission ofj.nformation. Many language use situ-
.

atipns have common eatnents (e.g. greeting, asking, Stating,leavetaking):

(1) Inquiring and directions, acting as an interpreter

- asking and givineinrormation about a place dress, transportation,

etc.
'

7 asking and telling the-tithe, time of departure, etc.

- asking and telling ejvason, how ,,to do something or hEw to behave in
e

, e

order to...

(2)'Meeting and ilsiting.

4

- greeting and leave-taking, and responding to them r

- introducing onOself,-introducing others, and responding to intra ctions:

e ;,

J,,1



7 asking, thanking and apologizing, as well as replying to them

- asking and telling.about "what's new", chatting, small-talk, expressing,

polite interest'in;social interaction

- dongratuleting and'expressing regret and sympathy, as well as responding

to them -

- inviting, sicepting'and declining an invitation

- making an-appointment

(3) Transv adtions in everyday life (mainly as a clientand consumer of services;

Situations.connected with travelling

- inquiries and instructions/directions (cf. point:5.5.1.1.).

- getting tickets and,"checking in"

- getting a taxi, giving an'address

- understanclippannouncements, signs, notices etc.

4

Sittations connected with accamodation and meals

- booking and "checking in" (hotel, youth hostel; camping site etc.)

- ordering a meal (cafeteria, restaurant)

-'passing and asking others to pass thinks at table

paying'a bill,, asking for delineation

Situations connected with shops and offices

- post and bank (letting stamps, exchanging money, getting change etc.)

- buying things (eiPressinglishes at to article, size, colour, material,

price range etc.)

Othek services

r----
- tourist information centre, information centre

police

- ticket offices

- service stations',

- doctor, dentist and

Using the telephone

chemist's

. r,



(4)'Situations connected with the acquiring and giving of information

1. yelling about oneself.(name, age, home, school, everyday chores,

leisure-time, interests, spending ho] lays, plans for the future etc.)

and asking similar questions orally and in writing.

2. Telling about one's local community and one's country (population,

industries, notable places and persons, points of history etc.) and

askingiabout similar things orally or in writing

3. Reading a linguistically simple text

4. Reading and writing a letter

5. Getting acquainted with material dealing with the "culture" (in the

broadest possible sense) of the lingfiistic area(s) in question

The working party also attempted to determine what kind of language

pupils could be expected to be able to produce in various central

language use situations: Below is given an extract from two language

use situation types (pp. 45-46).

1. Inquiring and giving directions, acting as an interpreter

1,1. Asking and giving information about a place, address, transportation

etc.

Excuse me, where' is the nearest post office, please?
When does the next train leave to/for York?
How can I get to the Thy& (of London), please?

Is this the right for Tapiola (please)?
Is this the right platform for the Bakerloo line ?'

I want to go to the British Museum. Which is the

nearest tube station, please?,
Do r have to Change?
How far is it to Marble Arch?
How long does it take to get/go to Greenwich by bus?

Do you know how to ...?
.How doest it work?
What must I do?

Go straight 'bead....

Turn left/right
three blocks
Tiie a number 87 bum.
Tike the Central (line) to

0 0



Ten minutes' walk
400 yeards/metres

.

. You'll see.it,on your left(right).
You'd better take a taxi.
... and ask again.

I'll draw you a map.

4
Press the(thit) button.
,Put in a lOp coin and pull the handle.
Turn the handle.
Lift...

4 Have you pit the right time?
What time is- it? .

What time do you close/open?
ItHow long... lait/take? .... -

2. Meeting and visiting (an acquintance/friend and a stranger)

2.1. Greeting &Rd leave taliihg

V

Good morning
Good afternoon
Good evening
Hello
How are you?

I'm fine thank you 'and you?

Good night
.Good bye

Bye-bye
(I'll) see you tomorrow.

1

It is (was) a pleasure (nice) tp see/meet (seeing/
meeting)4you.
Please remember me to xour sister/brother.
Give him (her) my regards.
Give my love.to
Best of luck...

Ott

2.2. Introducing oneself, introducing others, and responding to introductions

My name is ;.. I am ... from ...
This is my friend/sister/Matti.
I'd like you to meet...
Do you know my friend...?
Haw do you do? .

Pleased to meet you.
Nice to meet you.



2.3. Thanking and apologizing

Thank you
Thanks.

It's very
Thank yon
very much

(very such).

kind/nice of you (to).. -

for a lovely party/evening. I enjoyed...

Not at all/You're welcome..
Excuse me cfOr...ing)
I'm sorry. I'm very sorry.
Pardon?
It doesn't matter. That's

Sorry.

all right.

22.4. *eking ant tiling about 'what's new', conversing, chatting, small-talk

How are you today?
How is your family /sister /mother...?
What's newt-
Haw's life?
How pre t4160 at home (with Bill, at work)?
How was your trip?
Did you have a nice Timmer holiday?
Naives the weather in your country,:in the summer?
/How was the exma?
Did you get a ticket to (for) ...?
Did you get the job?

Please remember me to your sister(brother)...
Give'him/her my regards.
Give me love to...4

2.5. Expressing agreement, making comments and remarks in conversation

positive response

(Yes), that's right.
That's true.
I agree

Yes, of course.
Certainly,
I think so too.
Neither do I.

All right. OK.
Good!
That's fines
That's a good idea.
That's wonderful!
This is very nice/good.

neutral response

Maybe.(

Perhaps.
'Are you sure?

I'm not (so) sure.

That's' possible.

You could be.right.

j 4
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a

expressilt opinion

I think
Fortunately...
I'm afraid...
What a pity!
I hope so. ,

To tell the truth...
I'm sorry I() say that...

phrases

negative response

.0h, no.
I don't think so.
That's not true.
That'd impossible.
Certainly not.
I don't agree,'

Do you really think'so?
It's not very nice.
I don't think that's
a good idea.

I don't like this/it.
I'm sorry but I can't
do it.

expressing-polite4qinterest

Really?
I see.

Oh, dear.
Do you mean that?
What happened 'next /then /after

Go on.

Pardon/
Sorry?
Why was that?
Well ...

That's interesting.
What did, he /she say/

Why do you think so?
' What about...?

Oh yes.

calling attention,

that?

changing the subject.

(/

By the way,
Excuse me,
'Did yon} know that...

What about...?
Tell me...
Oh, before I forget, have
Right,

hesitation, fillers

Well,
I mean...

Now,
..., you know.
Well, I don't know.
Anyway,
... you see.

A

i



2.6. Congratulating and expressing regret/sympathy

Happy birthday!
Many happy returns!
Megratulations!
Well done.
Thit is good news.
I'm very happy for you.
Merry Christmas!

9

What a nice...!
I like your (new)...

I'm (so) sorry that ".. / I'm (so) glad that...
I was very sorry to hear thatiabode7..
I was very glad to hear that...
What a pity she can't 'care.
That's a pityl

Never mind.

, It doesn't matter.

Kiwi luck.

2.T. Making, accepting and declining an invitation.

4
Will you come (to the cinema withPme)...?
Wbuld you like to come to a party with me...?
Now about coming to the cinema with me...?
Let's go for a walk. (shall we?)

I hope you can ease too,,

Thank you.
With pleasure.
That would be very nice. Thank you.

I'd love to. than146u very much.
That's a good idea.
What a good idea.

No thank you.
I'm afraid I can't... Thank you !or asking/all

the sane.
No thanks, I have some work to do.

'No thanks, I have' to see someone.
41
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B. Topics

The topics consist of matters and contents dealt gith in language

coo

teaching. Topics and language use situations are connected with each other.

Thus certain topics are-often dealt with in certain situations and respec

tively a certain kind of situation may be arranged for the treatment of a

certain topic. Topics can be dealt with orally or in writing according

to their nature.

In order to attain a real communication skill and a language skill

of practical use in general, the linguistic material taught has to be

connected with different fields of life, and if possible language Tractice

has to be fitted into everyday situations. The aim, of tie following list

of topics is not to draw a strict line between topics to be dealt with and

those to be left out in foreign language teaching in the comprehensive

schb4. Most topics are suitable for treatment at different stages of

language study; PaPils' age, their interest, and the coordination of

language study with the study of other subjects are taken into nsideration

in the treatment of the topics. The treatment of the topids ould widen

and deepen the knowledge ok the area(s) where the language is spokeno and

illustrate the use of the language also outside those areas. The topics

should also_deal with the pupils own country to such an extent that the

pupil can act correctly in the language use situations mentioned in points

A4 . i . and A14 .2. above.

(1) Man

Man and his "body

Health, illness, hygiene

Movement; and activities

Sensory perceptions, feelings and attitudes and thoughts

Vdrbal interaction

(2) Everyday life

Home life and home chores

Food, meals, etc."

Clothes and accessories

Shopping and services

.4 Traffic, transportation and travelling



(3) Society/community and social life

Family, relatives and friends

School, and study

Youth

Working life

Mass media

Social institutions

Finland in relation to other countries

4 Leisuretime and hobbies

(4)'Man's,environment

Geography, countries and nations.

Nature, plants and animals

Time and seasons

Weather

Materials, things and their qualities

(5) Units, quantity, order

C. Voeabulary.

When words and idioms t4 be taught at the comprehensive school are

selected attention should be paid to their communicative value. The main

question is; how the words and idioms to be learnt will influence the

pupil's possibility to take part in- social interaction: The communication

value depandson how the words and idioms can be used in describing "how

things are" (events, activity, t hin , persons, matters etc.) and int
expressing feelings and opinions.

fn
the choice ofiiocabulary use should

be made of information on,the frequency andtcorerage of the words (e.g.

frequency studies).

v When the amount of vocabulary is considered and pupils' verbal Products

are evaluated attention has 'to be paid to the fact that for sucqe4
4 ,

communication the correct use of vocabulary is often more importantthan

the correct use of grammatical forms. It is not possible to express much

4.with a very limited vocabulary. Witho6 a wound of grammatical structures
.7' 4.

. .



one can express very little,' but without words one can express practically

nothing.

It is suggested that the basic vocabulary of the first foreign

language be 1,000-1,100 words and idioms, and of the second foreig4

language 800-900 words-and idioms. This ratio, which does not pay full

attention to the great difference in the number of hours, is justified

e.g. by the fact that when pupils *tart the study of the second foreign

language they have gained experience of language study which will help

them learn a new language. -Furthermore due to the cognitive development

that takes place with age, they can learn languages more effectively than

at the lower stage. -

In order to support the construction of teaching materials and the

planningof teaching the working gr6up has made a proposal for a central

vocabulary on the basis of frequency studies. This vocabulary consists p
of words and idioms which are considered to serve essential communication

needs and to be connected with central language use situations. Words have

been added to the'vocabulary if some central situations and topics have

ngt been sufficiently well represented because of inherent limitations of

frequency studies. The lists are
r
guidelines but not binding. Since"

language changesthe suggested vocabulary also have to be revised from time

to time.

The s ested basic vocabulary is only part of the whole vocabulary that

can be dealt with at the comprehensive school.

Drawing on all major studies of word frequency and supplementing them by

subjective judgement the working party also prepared a tentative list of

basic vocabulary. It was presented by topic (cf. B) in -order to make it

easier to check the representativeness of the chon words. Below is an

extract from topic B1.

0,8

.4
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1. Man

1.1. 'Man and his body

age

baby
bodY
boy
"child

ear

eye
face

1.2 Health,

alive
bath
brush
catch
,chemist's

cold
cosh
dead
dentist

fat left skin
finger leg slim
foot lip stomach
girl man throat
hair mouth tongue
hand nose tooth

head person voice-
hear right VOURA
heart SEX

illness, hygiene

die
doctor
feel
fine
(the) flu
handkerchief
headache
hospital
hurt

1.3. Moving and activities

be
become
begin

`borrow
break
bring
carry
catch
change
choose
close
cone
cut
develop
do

r
1.

fail
fall .
fast
find
give

get
go
happen
have
help
holh
'burry

keep
leave
lend

life

medicine
nurse
pain
rest
shower
sick

lie
live

'look
look for
lose
make
mean
meet
move
open
pass

play
rut
seare

quick

4 0

4",

smoke
soap
sore

temperature
toothbrush-
towel
wash
well/better

return
run
set

shut

show
sit

sleep
slow
stand
stay

-,,take

,xy

use
walk



.

e .

4'

1.4. -Sensory

afraid
agree

angry
bad
beautifUl
become
believe:
can
careful.

Chance
cry ,

dangerous
dear
decide
dream
difficult,

easy -

enjoy
feel
feeling
fine
foolish
fOiset
free
fun .-

tOuny

1.5. Verbal

answer
"ask
eall
explain

'11.41m4Nalge

perception, feelings, att

glad
good
guess

happy
hate'

hear
hope
ituxTy

hungry
hurt
idea
imagine

iaportant
impossible
interested
interesting

'kind
know
lategh

learn
let
like
look

love

interaction

listen
mention
message
question
read

4

mat ter

maY
mind
must
need
nice
noise
pleasant
please
pleased*,
pity
possible
pretty .

problem
quiet
ready
real
remember
right
sad
see
simple
smell
smile
sorry

say4-
speak

.

suggest
talk

houghts

. 4

sauna
sptaial
strong
suitable
sure

surprised
taste
terrible
think
thirsty
tired
tiouble,
true
truth.
typical'

understand
useful.
want
watch-

. will
wish'

,vonder
AllOvOnderful

worried
.

worry
wr AO

eing

f tell
hank
word
write

.44
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Id order to leave pup Is enougti Lime to Learn the 'ntruttLaren and in

order that they can get practice also in the understanding of lahguage

which is more difficmktthan what they can produce themselve3,

structures can begpadUally iniroduced before they are actually taught

and practised.

The Iist below states for eon-b.:structure:Whether the pupil should

understand it or whether hi should also be able'' to use it' at the grade

level in question. Theviven examples try-ta illustrate and show the

range of use.oftWe structure.

As regards the first foreign language the structure; ere presented

for grades 3- (shown here), 5-6 and.7-9, as regards the se %, foreign.

language.(Swediab grades T-91 na subdivision'haa been trade.

6

D. Structures

The criteria used in the selection of structures consists of both

external and internal aspects of the language. The understanding .and

command of structures should. enable the pupil to discuss, the suggested

toliics and to cope with suggested language use situations. In addition

to this external criterion the mambas been tp establish system4ticity in
4

he teaching of language structure and'ta grade the structunes from. simple

to more complex ones. Below is an extract fraa the structure list covering

the first two ,years (grades 3-4).
4

4 '3,
A!...

A
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a

English (first foreign language)

Grades 3-4

Grammatical Grammatical "unit"
"Category"

Notes/examples

c

The aim is that on the basis of

the instruction given the pupil

is able to

NOUNS - use the indefinite and definite

article in the idioms he has been

taught

* - use without article the mass

nouns:

- express quantity.using the

singular and plural of a nom

(-a and -es)

- express ownership using the

s-genetive singular

ADJECTIVES - use an adjective as a predicate

complement

- understand an adjective as an

attribute

ADVERBS - use the most common adverbs

expressing place, time and manner

NUMERALS - express quantity using cardinal

numeri 1-100

-PRONOUNS

. ,

--use the subject forms of personal

pronouns and in a preliminary

manner also understand the object

forms

- express ownership using attributive

Possessive pronouns

1 3

1.

.

I.

also idioms e.g. at hmae,,
4ft

at school

irregular plurals as

vocabulary items

E.g. away, back, down, here

now, right, there; up, well

abilityto spell numbers

21-100 need, not he evaluate

Primarily me, you, us

E.g. Can you help me/us?

I can't hear you.

You can help Pekka/Marj::

Can you remember it?C .

.



Grsessatical Graimatical "unit"
"category

Notes/examples N

,0/

--use the demonstrativerpronouns

this that and understand the

Camopstrative.pronounstiese and

tho's*

use the prOnouns w6at,,,.0ho and.
.

whose, as well as the intilEogaT-

tives bow and where in thl,Form;

tison of interrogative sentences

- use the.present conti

- use the .simple present tense

especially ip sh'ort answers
.

- use the auliliary verbp can

(Can!t), Egawith the infinitive ,

foym cOmPsn4s using the:basic

form: of the'vEirbv. anql prOhibitiOris,

41iiing the ma don't

CONANICTIONS see syn

PREPOSITION use the

exftessi

e'
tive

'disuses

verb

eogro4prttpcisit2.
place '41, on to from)

shiptaffiimatire declare-

),,clitujms and negative

Wout'tie auxiliary

'S

F

r.

E.g. Yes, I am/have/can/mwtt.

No, I am not/haven't/can't.

(mustn't later)

S.

4
Subject- predicate

He is coming;

Subject-predicate-predibate

complement

Matt' is happy. Rex is a dog.

Subject-predicate-object

Orgai open tire window.

*I mm/reading it.

.Sub'ect redieate- adverbial

Orma. :The,bOok is there

MOP :The book iis on the tab'

form short interrogfte: claUsed r
, .

without the auxiliary verb do

- Agra coordinate clauses using the'
-

conjunctions IA sot or "P-

44

a.
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3.4. Developments In the late 1970's: a course-based upper secondary

School dyllabus,'

The most .recent instance of syllabus construction (in 'which the

author took part 'Elsa member and partly as secretary of the working party)

concerns the upper,secondary school. What is new in that workis the fact

that.the syllabus is divided into smaller units called "courses". Each

course lasts 38 hours. Objectives and contents are defined for each course

c sellarately. The dominant aspect in such syllabus design is the topic of
$

each .course. The courses in English are designated by the following titles:

(11 Man and his immediate environment (community), (2) Man, his interests

and the services he'uses, (3) Man and his work, (4) Man and society, (5)

Man, science, technology and mass communication, (6)4an,.education and

culture, (7) Man and nature, (8) Man and the peoples of the world. This

general title is followed by a description of the general approach, a,

description of how the course idrelested to the overall educational objec
%

tives of the upper secondary school, a description of the four language

activities (skills) and their relative emphases, a description of subtopAs'

and language use situations, and finally a broadioutline of, structures.
A

Some suggestionsre given conderning,teaching methods and the evaluation

of learning outcomes.

Since it is difficult to get a good idea of the overall aim of language

teaching by reading lengthy course descriptions: the syllabus also gives
_ .

a general description of the overall aim. It is as follows: The aim of
6

language teaching in the upper secondary school is to give pupils' requisite

qualifications for and awaken their interest in 'acquiring, maintaining and

expanding their knowledge of-foreign languages in school and after it. The 6

objective is that pupils would have oral and written communication-skills

in general (ie. non-vocational) language use situations and for dealing

with topi6s of general- (ie. non-vocational) nature. Achieving such commu-

nication skills presupposes that the pupil -is familiar with the structure
o

and ,uses of the language and has knowledge about the way of life and culture

in the areas where the language fh question is spoken. ,

The pupils are expected to be.able to understand more difficult language

than they can produce themselves. This requirement applies, in particular,

to reading comprehension, which is an essential prerequisite for furhter



studies and for the ability to keepl up with developments in one's later

toccupatkon..

The topics deft with in language teaching and the teaching-learning

process itself must contribute to personality development and support the

overall educational aspirations of the upper secondary school.

'In addition to the formal Statement of objectives the syllabts also

cdiscusimuilenguage teaching in relation to lifelong education, the role

of the structural elemeits of language in language teaching, the role of

communication skills and the sighlfickice of knowing basic features of

the cultural background of the language area.

The syllabus also outlines the criteria for the selection of teaching

contents: structures, vocabulary, pronunciation, spellihg, language use

situations ( =functions) and topics.

Course 1 vill*1;e presented in the following in order to give a better:
. 1

-idea of course-based alacription of language teaching objectives.

Course 11 Min and Community

Perspective:

During the first course the focus is on topics related to the neigh-

bourhood/community* on typical language use situations associated with the

general' setting and on typical language found in the setting and situations.

Special emphasis is devoted to language use situations associated with

personal contacts. A characteristic feature of such contacts is that

language is informal. Language., use situations pfesuppose mainly listening

comprehension and, speaking, to some extent also reading end writing.

In personal contacts are reflected the customs and attitudes of

different cultures, of different Social strata and of different generations.

It is recommended that topics and situations should be dealt with from the

poiht of view of young people.

During thefirst course it is recommended that pupils' knowledge of
_

central structures is diagnosed and, if needed, reviewed.

Pupils should also be given guidance in the study techniques and
c

skills of the new school.



Contents

Tbpics: he and family, relatives, friends, human relations, generation

gap, daily chores, leisure activities, pastime

14124unfe use situations

Contacts with family, relatives, friends, acquaintances, work mates etc.

invol eg.

greeti eleavetaking (different registers)

- introducing oneself, introducing others, and appropriate responding

- talking about daily life (starting, maintaining discussion, conversational

rituald)

- requesting, asking, persuading, ordering, forbidding (appropiiate registers)

report' and narrating on everyday events and experiences

- expres ing thanks, felicitation,' invitation, apology etc. orally and in

writing (appropriate registers)

- writing cards, notes, messages and, letters

Structures: review of tenses

Objectives:

In relation'to general educational' objectives: the first course should aim,'

imp articular, to develbp a positive attitude towards studying.

Language learning objectives: The aim is that at the end of the course the

student

- is able to master the basic,revieved structures in order to be able to

cope with subsequent courses

- is able to understand spoken language related to the topics and situations

included in the course

- is able to use the language orally in situations dealt with and in similar

situations

- is able to understand written texts related tothe topics and situations

dealt with in the course/

- is able to write messages related to the included topics and situations

Relative emhasis of ski. s:

/

Particul iemphasis is/devoted to the mastery of basic structures, to

listening'cOmprehension.and speaking.



Teaching arranaments:

'Wet of the topics and situations are familia4oto students since similar

matters haVe been dealt with in the comprehensiveschOol. It is recommended

that the approach now is such thaftroblems related to the topics and

language use situations are giien more emphasis so as to stimulate discus-
.

sion in class. Oral and written "texts" should also have a "literary"

component.

Working methods should-be adapted to the emphasqs of the course: structure

review and intensive develowent of listening comprehension and speaking.

These two skills can het be developed using pupil-centred methods (work

in pairs, small group activities, etc.).

evaluation:

After entry diagnosis student progress be followed with'formative "tests".

At the end of the course there will be a test consisting of a test

of central structure* and of a. listening comprehension test plus appropriate

responding to what was heard.

3.5. Syllabus construction work in progress: revision of the common core

syllabus

, working party consisting largely of the same persons involved to

the preparation of the draft common cfre syllabus for the comprehensive

school was set up in May 1980. Its task 'is to revise the common core

syllabus and.prepare a didactic manual to help teithers in its use. The

deadline for the proposal concerning the first four years (grades 3-6) is

the end of 1980 and that for the last three years (grades 7-9) and the

didactic manual is the end of 1981-.

The work,of thi group trill consist maifily of minor ,revisions and

minor additions, It is intended to present the objectives and contents

in a new way following the idea of,"facet analysis" developed by Guttman

(1970). Facets are dimensions of a domain or situation which are consid-

ered to be relevant for analyzing andsessuring it. Facet analysis is

therefore, a kind of a priori factor analysis. Facets are often linked
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semantically In a "mapping sentence" (Millman 1974). This has been done

in.-the following figure, which represents a preliminary goal definition

for FL teaching in the comprehensive school. The aim is that on the basis

orlhe instruction the pupil is able

To understand,'
respond and produce
English for the
following functions:

in relation to the following
notions and ,topics

41f

requiring in the following
the situations
following
skills of

1. Interacting with
other people (cf.A2)

1 -greeting/taking
leave

-introducing/being
introduced

-thanking

2. Exchanging
information (cf.
A1,A2,A3,A4)
-asking
-telling
- instructing

3. Expressing atti-
tudes, feelings
and opinions (cf.A2)

-congratulating,
-expressing regret
and sympathy

-expressing agree-
ment/disagreement

cf.131,82,B3,B4)
being name Nhealth

age I

fri ends

place

nationa-
lity

move-
ment

time clock,
Isocial

111:14, linstitu
"°n'itions

frequency,

home life

school

(working
I life

quantity number,
order'

quality colour,
size,
other

ileisure,
'hobbies

Mature

'weather

traffic

charac-
I

travel
teristics

!mass
media

I

Finnish
Icustoms

I meals

listening
compre-
hension

speaking

reading
compre-
hension

writing

face-to-face
contacts with
friends, other
young people,
known adults,
unknown adults,
officials (also
telephone, loud-
speakers, radio,
TV)

I personal messa-
, ges and letters

signs and forms

prose text

I personal messa-
, ges and letters

The new system is basically only a new way of stating the objectives,

and contents alrendy found in the 1976 draft. This more systematic approach

will, however, make it possible to check the representativeness andco., nsis-

tency of objectives and Sgntents.

N.
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4. NEED OF MODELS,

S

There are several reasons war we need models in education and in
language teaching.

Eduiationand.langueige:teaching.as systems'and'pfbcessesare do complik that we need models

-(1) to help visolderstand and explain hair they' function
(2) to guide 1014 inform our thinking, plMilming and actions without detir-
. mining then in detail

CL.
0

(3) to help us evaluate their
performance and -make required changes

44) to help us foresee future problems and developments.

In Finland we have in recent years been particularly interested in
macrolerel Models. /this has big a natural consequence of extensive reforms
of 011 educational levels from preschool V° higher education. The need for
national planning was recognized 'heft the Ministry of Mutation in late 1976
set up a committee to dratt a plea for nehational language teaching policy
(submitted to_ time Ministry in February 1979), The matborservid as one of
the aecretiries of the Committee,

VhileimAtIm are obviously mainly needed
in planning and administration as well as;in researchteathers also should
be familiar with them if they do not wish-to relinquish a legitimate interest
in how the language teaching

It seems to me that a major

is language teaching as a sPlecifi

them as social institutions, as s

social desires, needs and functions

nication needs and as its impo

operates and how it shotld be improved.

oft in education in general, and

instance, is a growing realization of

ial systems, serving some fundamental

Language teaching serves basic conM4=

tends`, imf anything, to increase it is
more and more acquiring the eh acteristics of any institutionalized procets.
This means, amohg other things, that language teaching is becoming more and
more organized, which means that roles and. role relationships are specified
in detail; more systematized, which means that tasks are !reified; and
more stabilised, whiff means that language teaching is not dependent on
'particular individuals. Language teaching is not only the activity of
individual teachers. It is i system of many activities. In order to
understand%it as a system we must realize its boundaries, its central
purposes and its level in a larger context. We must be aware of its
variosubsystens and their interrelationships. For all this we need



models to describe and work out the practical consequences of different

approaches. In the author's.opinion, it is in this area - the exploration

andexemplification of the systems approach, to language teaching - that
. y

the Council of Europe project, directed by Mr John trim, on developing

\4?.
a European scheme for foreign language teaching by adults an '.ts subsequent

I

adaptation to school learning, has done pitheering work of a- high intellec-
.

tUal and practical value.

4.1. Model of the language teaching system

In order to be able-to describe, understand and, in particular, to

,plan the national language teaching- system we need a model to guide us in

our work. One possible model is presented in'Figure 2 (Takala 1979).

It is an adaptation of similar models proby Stern (1970) and Strevens

(197). Parma language teaching in a school -type context takes place

in a complex setting consisting of a number of levels. At level 1, the

societal level, the need of languages is manifested in a more or 1

clearly'defined language teaching policy and is recognized in e form

of societal support for language teaching. At level 2, the school system

level, we are concerned with the foundations of language teaching, its

infrastrubture: the organizational and administrative framework and the

tractions of language teaching. At level 3 we are concerned with the

definition of the general approach or strategy of language teaching.

This is usually expressed in a curriculum (syllabus). Syllabus construction

is a demanding task in which a number of.disciplines can and should be

drawn upon. The written curriculum (= the intended curriculum) is imple-

mented (=the implemented curriculum) to a smaller or greater extent at the

level of teaching (Level 4), which takes place in a compleihsetting, where

many tactical decisions must be made by the teacher every day. The curric-

ulum is, hOwever, realized, by the pupils at the leve. of learninN= the

realized curriculum). Evaluation data are mainly collected from the teach-

ing and learning levels to get feedback to all other levels as well.

LI
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4,2. Model of continuity in language teaching

While there are problems in describing progression in language learning

and in describing levels oflanguage proficiency (cf. Wilkins 191'6, Trim 1978),_

-,
it is important that we have some conception of how continuity can be guaran-

teed when pupils mime from grade to grade and from one type or level of

school tether. Table 1 shows how the national committee oelanguage

teaching'pdidY in Finland attempted to out ne, in very broad and general

terms, the orientation and staging of the objectives of language teaching.

TABLE 1. General orientation and staging of the objectives of language

teaching on different levels of the educational system in Finland

.

Syllabus/
course
*tatting
on/in

Compre-
bensiv
eahool

Secondary level. education Colleges
and uni-
versitias

i ,

-

On-the
job

,trainingtion

Adult

educa-

'

Leisure
time,
activ-
ities

,

Upper
secon-
diri

.

Vocational sector
Craft-
level

Techni-
clan

evel4

Grade 3/,
aged 9
(compul-
ory)

GP/thresh-
old compe-
tence

,

GP/basic
compe-
tence

SP/thresh-
old compe-
tence

SP/b is

compe-
tence

.SP/gener-

al.compe-
tence .

'

SP/tail-
cued
compe-
tence

-

GP/SP
thresh-
old
compe-
tence

.

.

Individ-
ual
aims

Grade 7
aged 13
(compul-
gory)

GP/thresh-
old compe-
tence

--

6/basie
compe-
tence

.

SP/thresh-
old compe-
tench

SP/basic
compe-
tence

SP /gener-

al compe-
tence

Ditto Ditto Ditto
4

Grade 8
aged 14
(oltion-

'.al)
.

GP/waystagf
.

.,

GP/compe- SP/compe-
tence 'tence y
approach- betvee
irig waystage
threshold and , .

threshold

SP/

thresh-
,old or
likited
basic

campe=
tence

SP/basic
or limited
general
competence

Ditto Ditto
.

Ditto

Secondary
level

_

- GP/limit- SP/formu-
ed basic laic
compe- compe-
tence -tence

_

l'

SP-limit-

'thr old
come-

SP/basic
compe-
tence

Ditto

4

,

.

Ditto

'k'..

,

Ditto
--

_

Tertiary
level

,:.

-
,

,,
- -

d.

,tence

-

l'

SP /thresh=

old compe-
tence .

Ditto

.

Ditto-' Ditto

c-4

GPs general, purpose, for general purposes
SP = special purpose; for special purposes

.



'Erenwsuch a very general outline of progression is useful, since

practical extberience shows that there is often an information gap between

different types and levels of educational institutions. For this reason,

it, is not unusual that the comprehmillive school is sometimes emected to

part of the job that properly is the bailiwick of the upper secondary

school or even. the vocational school etc. The chart alsO demonstrates

quite clearly that a wide variety of language teaching provision is'needed

to satisfy the wide variety of demands on language skills.

4.3. Mbdel of qualitative and quantitative targets for language teaching

The national committee on language teaching policy also attempted to

outline what proportion of the adult population should know what particUlar

languages and hmir well. Thils is illustrated in Figtre 3.



Swedish about 100
%1)

Finnish about 100 %
2)

`English about 100
. -

10-15 %.ve 15-25 % very good 15-20 % very good

50 % pgood , 50 % good 5Q % good 4.=-

25 % satisfactory' '125 % satisfactory 25 % satisfactory

10-15 % passable° 5-10 % passable 5-10 % passable

ii

A

German about 0

4

Russian about 30 % French about 15.:20.%

s I

ery good 5 % yery'good 2-3 % very good

5 % good 5 % good . 5 % good
..

10 %..katisfactorT . 10 % satisfactory - 3-5 % datisfaciory

%-5-10 % passable 10 % passable. 5 % passable
:-..

.,",., . .
.

percentage Swedish -concern the Finnish speaking populatioA n.
. .

percentages for Finnish refer'to the Swedish speaking population.
,

'1) The tiff-get

2) The target!

2 _ 4

VE1
= very good knowledge

= good knowledge
.

IBM = satisfat-Ory knowledge

passable knowledge

[:=1 = no knowledge

teer

FIGURE 3.'Qualitative_and quantitative targets for language learnjng
*,

,
.1111 FtnAand

-

55

4 ,

10%
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The proposal means that every adult Finn would, in the fature, have a varying

degree of knowledge of c. 2,5 foreign languages on the avehtge. This mean,

however, will be reaehedSothat some e know several languages and'

some Only two. /here will, in other vords,be qualitative and quantitative

variabil!ty in terms ofthe knowledge of foreign languages.

14
4.4. Model Of general.. policy for the development of language teaching'

1

,

Since-the nationalcommittee on language teaching policy saw as its

'task to provide a general framevork for more detailed planning (eg. syllabus

construction), it madan attempt to outline the general aim:of language

teaching, relate it to commonly accepted objectives of social and,eduCitional
1,

policy in. Finland. In suChn_ way it was possible to-see what demands are

net on language teaching:

Ohjectivea_and demands can be implemented in several different wsys.

The codmittee also attempted to define whet means would help meet thee-
defined objectives and demands. The relationships are indicated by dotted

lines in_Figure.4. Finally the committee described how different insti-

tutions can and should contribute to fulfilling the overall aim of language

teaching, iesatisfying the need in modern languages in Finland. the

figure_ialonstructed so that the upper part Presents the general aim of
, .

the language teaching system and the demands set on it. The(1-64a part-
.

shows ways and means to'obtain the objective and fulfil the demandi

the institutions responsible and contributing to that. Since-the fi

is strongly reduced and th*4efore, not be easily legible, the "boxes"malt

*are qiumbered and their contents are printed in Appendix 1.

__ FIGURE 4 OMITTED BECAUSE OF

POOR RtPRODUCIBILITY

ege
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5 . CONCLUDING AEMARNS

11,

It seems to the author that one of the most important developments in
ediication has been a growing realization of the interdependence of all
parties concerned and a bette-understanding of their proper roles. The

roles may differ to some extent eg. in accordance with the degree of cen-,
tralization of the educational system. The role of the teacher may vary

quite a lot but it is recognized more and more clearly that, irrespective

of the system of eduaation what matters in the final instance is what

happens-in the classroom,, what the teachers and pupils. do. This means that

it is neither desirabl-e no feasible to _aim at "teacherproor systems (eg.

curricula) , since teachers will act in-accordance with their-more

conscious mental habits and principles anyway. An interesting question;

which is increasingly attracting. the attention of educational researchers

and administrators, is-understandably what guides teachers' activities.

A related qi3estion-ia: what is and should be the role of the curritulum.

A more detailed-and_ subjec t-specific question is: what .should be the general

orientation or approach or_tbe,curriculum of modern language teaching.

In the foregoing the author has described how we in Finland have attempted

to look for answers- to such questions.

In any human activity- he ultimate motivation, as the British p4i,.tos-

opher Alfred North Whitehead has pointed out, is the sense of value, the.

sense of importance. Without at least occasional, authentic feelings of

doing something useful and important, human activity, sinks to a meaningless,

boring, -grim and tiring routine.. For language teaching to become an remain

a rewaraing experience for students and teachera alike it is impe tive that

it is felt to be necessary, juatified and productive. For 1 teaching

'tcx get required. social. and financial support it is also important t t there

is a commonly Blared feeling is a given society that lantg/e''eaching. is

necessary and effective. DI the continuous and, it .pvcips, wriking pressures

for class time- carving from. a variety of groups and sources, language teaching
.

can compete successfully only if it. has' factgal and convinc,Xfig arguments to

bring forth, which show its necessity, ,justification and effectiveness.

This is one of several. reasons why ti).e.6.1anguage teaching profeasiOn shotild

actively encourage and support research and developmental work on language

teaching andlearning.



LangUage teachers haves. legitimate Professional interest - and,
-

indeed, a moral and social obligation - to give people tools and motivation

fOt international communication and co-operation. This givis language
4mir

teachers a sende of doing avkluable service'for mankind. Language teaching-. .
.*
is a job that requires expert knowledge, the servicesof a true professional.

This is not universally understood. Language teachers should strive to make

their job recognized as a true-profession. A true profession, ike medicine,

is always trying to improve its knowledge base and its methods. A true pro-
.

-fession fuses the empirical and the rational methods. A true profession can

Also clearly demonstrate progress and improVed performance.

...Recognition sa a profession helps in getting social esieand support.

In Tr opinion language teaching can bedome recognized as a true profession

9nly if it takes several steps in the theoretical direction. The same re-
.

quirement oftheoretical adVance applies equally to syllabus construction.

Relevant and powerful theories are necessary conditions Tor knowledge and

even in language teaching knOwledge is power.
r

8
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r Appendix

Overall aim of the language teaching policy

1. LANGUAGE TEACHING MUST SATISFY THE NEEDS IN MODERN LANGUAGES IN FINLAND

Demands set on the language teaching system:

2.' Needed knowledge of languages must be produced effectively

3. Language teaching must
policy

1. Language teaching must
motivations

5. Language teaching must
and the development of

6. Langzage teaching must
deardibpment

be arranged in harmony with general educational

take into account individual capabilities and

take into account the requirements of manpower
economy

take into account the requirements of social
c-

7. Language teaching must take into account the requirements of cultural
development

8. Language teaching Aust take into account the requirements of international
contacts aid co-operation'

9. Language teaching provision must offer'sufficient variety

10. Language teaching must be sufficient in terms of quantity

11. Language teaching must provide a well-articulated progression

12. Knowledge of languages must be produced economically

13. Language teaching mus'tbe0developed systematically and with improved
co-ordination

14. Contribute to increasing educational equality

15. Contribute to upgrading general level of education

16., Contribute to the overall development of personality

- 17. Contribute to the prompiilan of general mental well-being

18. Contribute to the promotion of satisfaction and self-realization

19. Contribute to Stable economy and balanced economic growth

20. Contribute to the promotion of general material well-being

21. Contribute to increasing possibilitiei of democratic participation

22'. Contribute to increasing a more just and balanced distribution of
benefits



23. Contribute tothe_development-of national culture

24. Contribute to-the,promotion of-t1nralistic-cuiture

25. _Contribute-to .a.. inst._ supply andzdistritation, of .. cnIturs.1 services

26. 'Contribute- to . increased- international understanding- and - peace

Ways and -means to obtain ..the =aim=and - -the :demands :'

27. Administr.ativ_e: rules ana-regulations. axe- -g±- en- to -guarantee -atiequate
provision

28 . .Support is Tgieen-,t04rie %ca. imd .arrangements which :produce mare
balanced

29. linformationJabant -thee opportunities rto cehoose :and .-study .languages

30. Financial support is -Orem rto. thelproducition of suitable teaching
materials

31. Language teaching services encl./542w .1-earning opportunities -are
arranged to:areet !mead ani--demamd.

32 . Syllabuses arefserticulatedl bath 0-downwards -and wards

33 Pre-serwiee -:andliafeerkice -raducation of -teachers is -developed

34 . Teaching is --geared- to .thewentry-l-ervel of ...students and-proceeds ..at
a -level and -4see .r_saitable -to _the ..teadlcing group

35. Language -teaching Is Pa:maned ,so -that the :material,mental, time etc .

resources :are tartilizal'..wtimally

36 . Decisions -comeerniniCisagnage -teaching are taken -with due consideration
to -research, srperinaentat ion :-,and -2dervelopsental work

3T Lasgsage -tee :chin -.is ,..developed systematically by trying out- alter-
, native-models

a8. Interaction and cce-eperation .-_between parties involved in -language
r `.teaching is :intensified

3§,46. itqsal oppartanities mae aangnage -teaching _setaices 'are _promoted
irrespective oaf :personal , -background, .geographical
location -andrzErther -tmagise

Ss



Institutions contribUting to realizing the national language teaching
policy:

40.

41.

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

.
..i

Ministry of EdUcation

National
Board of
General
Education

National
Board of ,

Vocational
Education

Provincial
Department
of Education

Municipali-
ties

, ---
EDUCATIONAL rungrioNs

Comprehensive
school

,Upper
\secondary

Vocational
sector

Institutions
of Higher
Education

Adult
education

General- .

purpose
threshold.

competence

(. .

General-
'purpose
basic
competence

Special-
,purpose
basic
competence

Special-
purpose
general
competence

General- or
special
purpose
knowledge of
languages

N./

42. On- the -job training

43. Language Centre-of Finnish Universities

44. Centre for Research on Language Teaching (new institution proposed
by the Committee)


